
GEAR UP FOR
ADVENTURES

BEYOND
LIMITS



At Icon Auto Garage, our mission is to equip passionate offroaders with high-quality, reliable accessories
that enhance vehicle performance and safety. Each product is selected or fabricated with precision and

care to enable our customers to take their vehicle's capabilities to the next level. We are committed to
innovation, continuously researching and developing new technologies to stay ahead of the curve. We aim

to educate and inspire our community, sharing knowledge and fostering a spirit of adventure. 

ICON AUTO GARAGE STANDS FOR QUALITY
INNOVATION, AND COMMUNITY



GET TRAIL-READY WITH
CUSTOM FABRICATIONS

Every adventure starts with making adequate preparations. At Icon Auto Garage, we specialize in
custom fabrication solutions that prepare your vehicle for any adventure. Our cutting-edge trailers
and carriers are built with enhanced durability and functionality. When you are out on your off road

excursion, our fabrication services ensure that your vehicle is equipped to meet all your needs. 



From simple touch ups for minor scratches to full body re-sprays, our team has you covered for any
paint customization needs you may have. From color-matching to perfecting the desired finish, we

can help you with a range of paint modifications at our in-house paint shop. 

PAINT JOBS



Entrust your offroad vehicle to the skilled technicians at Icon Auto Garage. We are equipped to
handle everything from general maintenance, installation of accessories, fleet servicing to 

 VEHICLE SERVICING



oryx
The New Resilient Trailer for Hardcore Off Roading

Inspired by the resilience and unique coloration of the Oryx, this trailer is your trusted companion on the roughest terrains.

The Oryx Trailer features a robust build that ensures durability and reliability under the harshest conditions. Its design

incorporates a sleek, aerodynamic shape allowing for efficient navigation through challenging landscapes.



oryx
The New Resilient Trailer for Hardcore Off Roading



If you crave reliability, performance, and innovation, Icon Auto Garage is where your
adventure begins. Visit Icon Auto Garage today and transform your vehicle into a
trail-conquering beast. Redefine the offroad lifestyle with us! 

YOUR
ADVENTURE
STARTS HERE

Contact Us

info@icon-auto.com

0505345364

www.icon-auto.com

Icon Base Camp - First Al Khail St -
Al Quoz - Industrial Area 3 - Dubai

Our Website

Our Adress

Our Instagram
iconautos


